
00:01:11.494,00:01:14.494
James Gleason: Can we edit the survey if we already submitted it?

00:02:02.556,00:02:05.556
Andrea Callicutt: I will double check on that James.

00:03:14.322,00:03:17.322
Andrea Callicutt: Yes, James, you can now edit after you've already 
submitted it.

00:04:56.446,00:04:59.446
Keith Haun: Niiice

00:05:22.231,00:05:25.231
Andrea Callicutt: Please be sure to turn off your camera and mute your 
mic if you're not actively asking a question. Thank you!

00:08:45.824,00:08:48.824
Andrea Callicutt: I am monitoring the chat and will be sure to get any 
questions posted here to Katy.

00:22:23.191,00:22:26.191
Erin Pawlus: So just to be sure with the address pop up...will it just 
make it the current preferred shipping address?  Will it keep the 
subtype you entered (i.e. temporary?)

00:30:32.082,00:30:35.082
Ricardo C @ CA1C: Can you email the complete list so we know what is 
available?

00:31:43.314,00:31:46.314
Andrea Callicutt: Improving Your Foreign Language Service Key Notes 
Blog Post: https://klasusers.com/klas-news/key-notes/improving-
foreign-language-service

00:31:48.582,00:31:51.582
Craig Hayward: How about you also mount it on KLASusers?

00:33:03.925,00:33:06.925
Andrea Callicutt: We'll look into getting a copy of the list and 
posting it for reference.

00:36:11.294,00:36:14.294
Erin Pawlus: Yay for immediate push!

00:39:29.725,00:39:32.725
Ricardo C @ CA1C: It would be great to get a demo on how to set a 
circulation alert

00:42:09.141,00:42:12.141



Craig Hayward: Thanks much for the walk in mode!!!

00:44:09.622,00:44:12.622
Ricardo C @ CA1C: Thanks 

00:44:57.005,00:45:00.005
Hung-Ming Cheng: Do all titles in SHLEF have EDoc for duplication?

00:46:01.835,00:46:04.835
James Gleason: Will the feature to prompt to make the address the 
primary also work on phone numbers or email?

00:47:08.507,00:47:11.507
Tony Bucci AZ1A: For the alert, will the Scribe show Red?

00:48:21.472,00:48:24.472
Ricardo C @ CA1C: If not it would be great, in regards to contact

00:49:14.959,00:49:17.959
James Gleason: Thanks

00:49:52.195,00:49:55.195
Tony Bucci AZ1A: Thanks!

00:54:16.176,00:54:19.176
Erin Pawlus: Need to leave for my second of three back-to-back 
meetings...look forward to catching up later!  Thanks everyone - great 
updates!

00:54:21.441,00:54:24.441
Allie Lovette: If you shuffle the service queue it will put any series 
on the queue in order.

00:55:36.681,00:55:39.681
Katie Saldutte: Thank you!

00:55:41.875,00:55:44.875
Lee Anne Hooley: Thanks Katy and Drea!


